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python program. I need to get data from
a text file and display a dialog. The text
file contains many rows, each row can
have different data, like number and

text. I want to display the first text line in
a dialog as my first text in a dialog. So I

have to get the data from the first line of
the text file, get the number and text,

and then display the corresponding data
in the dialog. If possible, I need the exact

location of the data from the text file.
Thanks. A: Try this- import re with

open('file.txt', 'r') as datafile: for line in
datafile.readlines(): if re.match("Some
pattern", line): print(line) #set dialog
data It will read all the lines in the file

except the first line and match whatever
it needs to match. Output of the above

code- line from the file.txt If it has
number and text, then it will print that

line and then it will go to the next line of
the code. Q: Can a lightsaber actually cut
through a door? When we talk of cutting
through a door, we normally think that it
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has to be a kind of "metal" or "steel"
type material, would a lightsaber cut

through it or not? From the TV show (I've
only seen the 1st movie) we seem to see

that when Mace Windu tries to cut
through the door, it doesn't do anything

while he uses his lightsaber to cut
through it and we actually see that he
had to step back first, in order for it to
cut. What about the Death Star (IIRC),

does it cut through a sheet metal door?
Also, in the new Star Wars that is coming

out, what about the door next to the
Throne Room? A: When Mace Windu tries

to cut through the door, it doesn't do
anything while he uses his lightsaber to

cut through it
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first time, that young man was rude to
me." "He just introduced himself and

immediately disparaged me." "The little
manager." "In my experience, it is very
hard to get on with people of that age."
"Sometimes they can be very witty and
provoking." "But in this case..." " It was
so rude." " Yes." "I agreed to bring him
something." "In fact, I agreed to bring

him a double vodka." "He likes a double."
" A double vodka." " Yes." "And it was

two." "I've brought one of my own." "You
see, you don't know what we have to

do." "He has to go through three
hurdles." "First, he wants a vodka."

"Second, he wants it green." "And then
finally he wants it in a Martini glass."

"And he was really the worst of the lot."
"You know, I often think " ""After all I've

done for you, if I ever get to heaven,
Saint Peter will call me a white slave.""
"Of course, I'm sure that he'll agree."

"But if it gets to that point, things will be
difficult." "I've already had one run-in
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with the Devil." "After that episode, I got
an appointment from the Almighty."

"Let's hope it's not a case of the Devil."
"That'd be the end of everything." "Ernst,

you seem much more cheerful today."
"Can't a father be cheerful?" " Do you

know that?"
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